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Summary

As nations evolve into the next millennium, so too will their levels of sophistication in a variety of areas, not the least of which will be education of their citizenry. As the available array of diverse technology spreads from nations more affluent to those with less, it is critical that unified efforts toward sustaining the opportunity to learn are not diminished. One method bound to expand in scope is teaching at a distance. During the mid-90s, the International Council for Educational Media (ICEM) published a series of reports which examined the use of distance education across many different nations. This article summarizes some of the major findings taken from these reports and examines their significance to those who would plan educational delivery systems for
the coming century.

1. Introduction

Some ten years ago, the following extracted statements were included as preface and executive summary in what would become the first in a series of three reports produced for the International Council for Educational Media (ICEM), a Non-Government Organization (NGO) affiliated with UNESCO: (Farkas, P., Cornell, R., Saar, C. & Armstrong, J. (Eds.) (1993). They will be followed by the prefaces and executive summaries of two subsequent reports on the same topic, all produced within a period of six years. Of significance for the reader will be how different the areas of concern and emphasis are from the first to the third report. These differences reflect the rapidity of change within the area of distance education and training. This report concludes with a summarized article that places future implications into context.

2. Preface: Distance Education and Teacher Training’s Global Perspective: From Smoke Signals to Satellite.

This report, three years in the making, faced increasingly the possibility of becoming obsolete before it was published. Comparable vagaries accompany the entire broad spectrum of that which we term "distance education" for, as one technology is adopted; a new one suddenly appears on the horizon to replace it. So much for change....so much for telecommunications rivaling the speed of light!

The intent of this report was to assess the state of distance education internationally, with particular emphasis on teacher education and, more specifically, how pedagogy is delivered at a distance; Clearly a formidable challenge as little proved forthcoming which so narrowly addressed the topic.

Do we conclude that pedagogy at a distance is not being taught to teachers? No.

Do we conclude that pedagogy can easily be taught at a distance? No again.

What we did find was that there are efforts, scattered about the world, wherein some attempts at transmitting pedagogical principles are being tried.

A number of the articles contained within this report include such efforts while others opted for alternative means through which they teach their teachers, be they around the corner or across an ocean.

It might well be that the paucity of distance education and pedagogy contributions reflects not an unwillingness to address the issue but rather a more urgent priority of simply getting a system up and running – Maslow’s hierarchy with technology-based overtones.

No matter the extent to which pedagogy has been cited as a distance education concern, there remains no doubt that training teachers at a distance will increasingly become a major priority.
In our report title, we append the descriptor "Smoke Signals to Satellite" to reflect a continuum along which we have traveled, if not actually, at least in principle. We must remain cognizant, however, that in some instances the use of a satellite technology base, even into the year 2000 may still remain a financial, logistical, political and philosophical impossibility . . . while the continued use of "smoke signals" may not!

It is a dichotomy, this continuing disparity between those nations that have and others less fortunate, sometimes the latter sharing common borders with the former.

While it is not the primary intent to make this report a geo-political treatise, the ongoing issue of equity of access cannot remain ignored. A number of articles provide sufficient contrast in their contents to illustrate that not all nations are ready to address pedagogy at a distance via technology.

The title of this study is no accident. Even a cursory examination of how teachers have taught through the ages reveals methodologies both diverse and inventive.

In the face of odds which often stunned lesser individuals, teachers have continually sought for the impossible.

Imagine, if you will, what teaching was like in yesteryear. We laud those inventive souls of the past who taught despite having no materials, only rudimentary communication forms, and a public which frequently chastised them for injecting into their teaching the most outrageous "frills" of the day.

We can envision, for example, the dwellers of Cave # 4, headed by a matriarch whose health was quickly failing. Thanks to the discovery of fire and how it might be used, the clan in Cave 4 sent up distress signals via smoke to their cousins in Cave #5, some five miles distant. Within half a day the Cave 5 medicine man arrived and saved the day.

Yes, smoke had been found to have uses far beyond deterring a rampaging tiger -- it could be used to cook, to cure, to rid the cave of insects, and now to communicate. Since that time, warriors have employed smoke for military reasons and, where other information had to be transmitted, smoke signals also saved the day.

It was that very same smoke-based communications system that, when learned by the young of the tribe, allowed them to understand words, numbers, directions, and events. The oldest taught the youngest and the technological revolution in distance education had begun.

In other early civilizations the sound of drumbeats served to warn, to inform, and to place entire tribes on alert. As with the encoded smoke of an earlier (and later) time, these early audio signals taught the tribe basic communication skills.

It did not take too long to add yet another piece of the technological puzzle to the mix -- light as a communication medium. Bits of glass or other shiny objects, reflected from one hill to the next, began the advent of true multi-media for now they had it all, smoke, sound, and light! There seemed no end in sight as to the possibilities for communicating
across the miles.

There is within us all, then, this heritage from the past through which our ancestors around the globe have fashioned one or another means through which to communicate from a distance. Our legacy humbles.

Within our contemporary educational environments, there are still those in remote societies who speak to one another across the miles using many of these selfsame tools, despite McLuhan’s "global village" affording almost total involvement.

We label these sites as being "third world" or some other descriptor and all too often rest content within ourselves that we have things much better. There are those, however, who might question what is truly better -- it is sufficient to acknowledge that such conditions persist.

The intent of this study is to assess the state of things in the 1990s with regard to distance education as applied to teacher training. Given the rapidity of technological change, the reference to what is "now" must be provided with the caveat of recency, rather than immediacy. One has but to scan the paper, read a journal, or watch the evening news to find this or that innovation being employed in the classroom.

Beyond doubt, the present is the age of the computer but ... is it the computer we knew, the one we know now, or one that, within comparative milliseconds in time, will afford even more mysterious wonders for our students?

What will be the relationship between the computer and how students learn at a distance? What new information will teachers need in order to keep up with these rapidly changing methodologies? To what extent are these technologies being evaluated? Are we, in fact, having a two hundred mile an hour romance with a technology base, which is, even now, accelerating to mach-1? Where are those souls in the educational wilderness who would demand that “high touch” (as argued by John Naisbitt in Megatrends in 1982) be an equal partner in the high tech rush toward the future?

We raise the questions because there are implications that lie well beyond the obvious. Inherent in many of the case studies from around the globe are issues which had to be faced, funds which had to be acquired, attitudes which had to be dispelled or changed, and amongst it all, learners who had to be taught.

We have focused, for the most part, on the issue of teacher education and how those who teach cannot always be reached by conventional methods. Distance education seemed to be the chosen method of connecting teachers to the content they teach.

In this study, the reader will find a wide range of technologies being used, varying cultural emphases, and, most certainly, differing settings.

It is not unusual that radio should still be a major means through which distance education is transmitted in some parts of the world. Radio is, after all, both widely
available and comparatively cheap. Increasingly, and especially in the more affluent nations, computers and all that accompany them are the rage. Some tie directly into existing telephone systems, others communicate via modem and satellite while others are tied into a LAN (Local Area Network). The future, especially with the emphasis on multi-media systems, offers a tempting vision of what will doubtless become an obsession for many, both teachers as well as their students.

What is to become, however, of the teachers and their students who exist in less-chance areas of our world? Are there, contained within this study, some ideas which could apply easily and near-equally to these populations? If so, who will take the leadership in making such an initiative become reality? Will it be a reader of this report? We hope that such is the case.

Richard A. Cornell United States Member to ICEM Orlando, Florida, USA October 24, 1993, Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain

2.1. Executive Summary: Pedagogy through Distance Education by Karen Murphy

The articles in this report represent a diverse collection of pedagogical issues involved in teacher training at a distance in countries throughout the world. Distance education offers pre-service and in-service teachers with both skills training and an opportunity to complete teacher training programs or degrees. As will be evident from the articles included in this report, the proliferation of teacher training programs via distance education is limited neither to developing countries nor to more developed countries. Nor are the programs limited to specific delivery methods to reach teachers in their homes or schools. This proliferation is the result of rapidly developing telecommunications technologies coupled with an increasing awareness of the ways to use the technologies for teacher training.

2.1.1. Objectives

Teacher training programs have resulted from political factors and social demands to reach the masses of uneducated or illiterate people or to provide education to disadvantaged groups. Continued high birth rates, coupled with a rise in human expectations for schooling for children, have created the need to train teachers by distance education in developing countries. Others suggest that societies should create teacher-training programs based on the nature of student populations. These programs should allow for upgrading and certification of teachers in their own environments.

Teachers who receive pre-service or in-service training at a distance from the instructional site generally do so for two possible purposes. They may complete course work in competence areas or pedagogical techniques through distance education, or they may use distance education technologies to communicate with and receive support from supervisors or other teachers. In response to this first purpose, Coldevin (1990) identifies three types of teacher training programs at a distance.

The first of these teacher-training programs that Coldevin describes—teacher certification programs and/or degree programs offered through distance teaching
universities—are found worldwide. Brahmawong’s article describes the distance education program in Thailand offered through Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University. More than 40,000 teachers in Thailand have upgraded their professional competencies through correspondence and broadcast radio and television. Similarly, Carmo reports how teachers in Portugal have been able to obtain in-service teacher training through the Portuguese Open University (Universidad Alberta Portugal) since its inception in 1990. The article by Demiray, McIsaac, and Yangin portrays two in-service programs offered through Anadolu University’s Open Education Faculty in Turkey.

The two programs are a Pre-Bachelor Certificate Program, which 130,000 primary school teachers completed, and a University Degree Completion Program offered to 54,000 secondary school teachers. Teachers in the Turkish programs take coursework from their homes through specially designed printed materials supplemented by television and radio broadcasts. (McGreal’s article mentions Athabasca University, a distance teaching university in Alberta, Canada, which delivers programs to teachers primarily by correspondence across western Canada.)

The second form of teacher training described by Coldevin consists of distance education operations offered through traditional universities. In the U.S., Knapczyk describes how Indiana University uses a variety of technologies to create diversified and flexible in-service staff development programs in rural schools. Similarly, Merkley and Hoy describe Iowa State University satellite program "Teachers on Television," which enables large numbers of pre-service teachers to observe real classrooms in diverse settings. The University of the West Indies (UWIDITE), on the other hand, is representative of other island nations that share characteristics of physical isolation, small populations, and limited economies.

UWIDITE provides in-service training to teachers at seven sites in six countries primarily through audio teleconferencing; audiographic conferencing is also used on a limited scale. McGreal’s article describes how a consortium of five universities in western Canada delivers a post-graduate certificate program via correspondence, audio conferencing, and computer-mediated communication.

The third form of teacher training is a "sandwich program," which Coldevin (1990) describes as an alteration between campus-based courses with distance education hands-on training while teaching in the field. Johnsen’s article is an example of the sandwich program which occurs in Iceland, where pre-service teachers first gather in a boarding school during the summer and then have hands-on training in their schools. During their practice teaching experience, the student teachers communicate with each other and with their supervisor by telephone. Another example is a teacher training program for refugee primary schools in Somalia, which involves an initial “crash course” on basic teaching skills followed by on-the-job training via distance education for primary school leavers. The British Open University offers degree programs to teachers through a combination of correspondence, radio and television broadcasts, and residential programs and tutorials.

In addition to the three forms of teacher training programs at a distance, teachers
communicate with and receive support from supervisors or other teachers through distance education. The distance education technologies used for this purpose typically are interactive, enabling teachers to give and receive moral and emotional support. Johnsen found that the Icelandic student teachers found the telephone a critical link with other student teachers, resulting in the emergence of "telephone -mothers.” Computer-mediated communication (CMC) is increasingly used to provide a social context and help reduce the isolation that many novice teachers feel. The Beginning Teachers Computer Network, at Harvard’s Teacher Education Program, for example, supports teaching and encourages professional growth of first-year teachers across the U.S.
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